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Naughty Bits (Mills & Boon Spice) Mar 30 2020 Naughty Bits is the first-ever
compilation of breath-hitching, leg-crossing, pulse-quickening short erotic fiction from
the editors of SPICE BRIEFS.
Seduction & Scandal (Mills & Boon Historical) (The Brethren Guardians, Book 1)
Jun 01 2020 HE COULD SAVE HER... With the scandalous nature of her birth to live
down, Isabella Fairmont dreams of a proper marriage – even if it is passionless. She saves
her deepest desires for her novel, wherein a handsome lord with dark powers seduces her.
The Mighty Quinns Feb 09 2021 Putting the wild into wilderness... New Zealand
adventure guide Rogan Quinn doesn't deny he's a commitment–phobe. He learned long
ago that there is nothing more dangerous than love. But that doesn't mean he won't
indulge in pleasure where he finds it, and his newest client looks like she's badly in need
of a lot of pleasure. Psychologist Claudia Mathison has brought five of her
phobia–suffering patients into the wilderness, hoping for a breakthrough, not to mention a
break in her career. Instead, Rogan invites her on an adventure––and she has no doubt
that the sexy Kiwi can take her higher and farther than she's ever been. But Claudia has a
fear of her own...that if she takes that adventure with him, she won't be able to find her
way back. Or worse, she won't want to.
The Mighty Quinns Oct 05 2020 Research librarian Nan Galvin's days were fairly
ordinary...until she came across a box of letters. They were glimpses into the life of the
mother she hardly knew which made her question everything she knew about herself.
Now, Nan desperately needs the truth. And so she travels to Ireland, with its rolling green

hills...and drop–dead gorgeous Irishmen! Songwriter Riley Quinn isn't looking for The
One. After all, a musician isn't meant to settle down. Of course, that was before he met
the American girl who makes his blood burn like fire. He can't get enough of her. She's
his muse, his lover, his woman. And in a few days, she'll be going home
Naughty Bits 2 An Anthology of Short Erotic Oct 29 2022 Naughty Bits 2, the highly
anticipated sequel to the successful debut volume from the editors of SPICE BRIEFS,
delivers nine unapologetically raunchy and romantic tales that promise to spark the
libido. In this collection of first-rate short erotic literature, lusty selections by such
provocative authors as Megan Hart, Lillian Feisty, Saskia Walker and Portia Da Costa
will pique, tease and satisfy any appetite, and prove that good things do come in small
packages.
Chain Reaction Sep 04 2020 In a quartet of interlinked erotic tales, four very different
women--Amber, Sienna, Tiffany, and Grace--receive a chain letter that offers instructions
on how to create the ultimate sexual fantasy, with the help of the enclosed scarf. Original.
The Mighty Quinns Dec 07 2020 To tame the beast...or set him free? Pro hockey player
Thom "The Beast" Quinn is the team's bad boy–the street kid who hit pay dirt when he
learned to shoot a puck. But when his reputation gets a little too naughty for the team's
liking, they give him a warning: shape up, or be benched. And the one calling the
penalties is none other than sexy Malin Pederson, the boss's daughter. In her head, Malin
knows that if she can reform Thom Quinn, her future with the team will be set. But her
body urges her to indulge in the kind of wicked pleasure that only the sexy athlete can
provide. And in her heart, Malin realises that this is a man she can't walk away from,
even if it costs her everything...
The Mighty Quinns Jan 08 2021 The woman lying unconscious on the Irish shore near
Ballykirk can't possibly be a mermaid can she? Still, architect Kellan Quinn wastes no
time saving her life. And soon she's recovering in his home ;setting his fantasies ablaze in
his bed! But heiress Gelsey Woods is no mermaid. Instead, she's hiding from the mess
she's made of her life so far. And something about Kellan and Ballykirk feels like home,
especially during the holidays. Unfortunately, Gelsey's past is catching up with her
quickly. And her only Christmas wish is that Kellan will still love his gift from the sea
once he learns the truth .
The Charmer Jan 20 2022 Publisher Alex Stamos has never had any trouble attracting the
opposite sex. At least, he didn't...until he gets named one of Chicago's most notorious
womanizers! Still, Alex has more important things on his mind. Like tracking down a
reclusive hot new author in the wilds of Wisconsin. And dealing with Tenley Marshall,
the incredibly sexy woman who saves him during a snowstorm...and then proceeds to
seduce him senseless. Not that he's complaining... It isn't long, though, before Alex
realizes that he wants more from Tenley than just a few nights. But he knows it's going to
take more than charm to win the heart of the only woman he's ever truly desired; the only
one who doesn't want him....
The Mighty Quinns Jul 14 2021 Rourke Quinn found Annie MacIntosh on the
storm–tossed shores of Cape Breton. The town outcast, she was as beautiful and untamed
as the Atlantic itself. Annie grew up fiercely independent. She was a survivor, needing no
one and nothing. But Rourke unleashes a hunger she never knew existed. It's more

exciting and more turbulent than the storm raging outside. And Rourke has only one
chance with the wild girl he can't live without...before losing her to a world he can never
be a part of.
For Lust Or Money Feb 21 2022 What would you do if you hit the jackpot? Cameraman
Zach Haas had always wanted to make movies. And with his newfound wealth, his dream
is finally within reach. Now all he needs is the inspiration. But when he meets gorgeous
actress Kelly Castelle on the set of Just Between Us, he's more than inspired, he's aching.
Kelly practically melts when Zach steps out from behind the camera the heat between
them is searing. But he's ten years younger, tall, dark and his lottery win means she can't
even be his sugar mama! So there's no way their relationship can be anything but a
reckless, best–sex–of–her–life fling. Or can it?
The Mighty Quinns Jun 13 2021 Mia McMahon isn't thrilled that her wealthy father is
now dating a woman from his past. But once she meets Jack Quinn, she forgets all about
getting his mother out of the picture – and instead focuses on getting him into bed!
Because, as everyone knows, the most delicious affairs are the forbidden ones...
Best Women's Erotica Oct 25 2019
The Sexy Devil Nov 18 2021 Meet Max Morgan. Unrepentantly sexy. Impossible to
resist. He's broken countless hearts across the country – including Angela Weatherby's...
Years later she finally gets him! Angela's night with Max is magical. He knows just what
to do, where to touch, how to make her feel. He's the perfect man for her. She's not the
first woman to believe that. But will she be the last?
The Darker Side of Pleasure Nov 25 2019 Prepare to enter a provocative, scintillating
world where three women are about to take ecstasy to the limit and beyond. Jillian and
Cameron will do anything to save their marriage, even if it means experimenting with a
little bondage. Meanwhile Cassandra answers an ad for a female submissive, ready to
surrender to her body’s deepest yearnings. Finding love is the last thing she anticipates...
And finally journalist Maggie expects her interview with a sensual extremist to be
business as usual. Instead she finds herself submitting to the dominant desires of a
handsome stranger... Sensual and mysterious, this captivating collection is sure to seduce
you, page after page....
Reunited Apr 23 2022 A woman seeking her past After growing up an only child, Keely
McClain Quinn is amazed to learn that she has not only a father–but six older brothers,
too! But Keely has to be careful. After all, something must have happened so many years
ago. So she decides to check out her long–lost relations incognito, and finds a family–and
a lover A stranger poised to destroy it Rafe Kendrick has only one goal in life–to get
revenge on the Quinns. And he's not going to be sidetracked by anything or anyone until
he falls hard and fast for the pretty new waitress working at Quinn's Pub. Still, Rafe can't
put aside his need for retribution. He puts his plan into action and then discovers the
woman in his bed is a Quinn, too A dynamic love story featuring the mightiest Quinn of
them all
The Legacy Mar 22 2022 Three generations of women fight a legacy… of loss… As a
widow, Rose Fitzgerald is forced to take work as a maid. But when madness and disease
invade the manor house, Rose knows she must stay strong–or lose her baby daughter,
Grace. lies… As an adult, Grace flees her poisoned past, landing in the arms of World

War II lieutenant Adam Callahan. But then a secret marriage and a shocking truth put her
newfound happiness at risk. and ill-fated love With a grown daughter, Grace fears Jane
will suffer the destiny of all their kinswomen. But Jane vows to break the tragic
cycle…with a man whose powerful love just might make that possible.
The History of Japan Feb 27 2020
What Happens In Vegas...After Dark Apr 30 2020 Las Vegas…it's the town that lives
up to the promise of its nickname, Sin City. A gambler's paradise for innocent tourists, it
conceals a darker, sexual world where the ethereal and wraithlike meet to play a different
game… If there's one thing succubus Deitre understands it's revenge. That, and enticing
men into arousing, exciting and, okay, perilous sex (for him). Beautiful on the outside,
demon on the inside, she's going to get back at the naughty firefighter in
Darkness…unless he plays his cards right… Bounty hunter Nell is a hell of a tracker.
Now she's in Vegas on the tail of the witch who dared to steal from her clan. She's going
to get to the unsavory harlot through the woman's ex-fiancé, and nothing about their
charged encounters will be shallow, quick or friendly. When the half-blood fae male
comes to club Darkness, Elena can't resist acting on the mind-blowing heat coursing
between them. She might be betrothed to another, but fae culture says sex with other men
until marriage is most definitely foretold. Tattoo artist Devi is the latent vampire the
warlocks need to heal all wounds. But taking her power is a sexually exhausting and
dangerous task requiring dark deception…and gambling on her life.
The Mighty Quinns May 12 2021 Surrender is the greatest sin... For adventure guide
Ryan Quinn, a week in Fiji babysitting a hen party should be a cakewalk. Only, the bride
turns out to be sexy movie star Serena Hightower, and the wedding turns out to be very
much in question. Ryan wants to help Serena, but he's not sure he can trust himself with
her—not when she is his every temptation personified... Serena Hightower just needs one
week in paradise to figure out what she wants. Unfortunately, what she wants is the one
thing she can't have—the rugged and charming Ryan Quinn. Serena craves Ryan's touch,
the haven of his arms. But to be with him, she'll have to risk her career and her future, not
to mention his. If she throws it all away for the chance at happiness, will he do the same?
Swap Aug 27 2022 Four friends come together in a hot contemporary erotic novel from
the author of Chain Reaction. Meet the friends: Free spirited Jamie is not one to be tied
down?unless it?s in the bedroom. Caleb is Jamie?s sexually adventurous lover who has
no desire to domesticate her. Mia is Jamie?s naive friend whose sexual fulfillment has
depended solely on her first and only lover. Aidan thinks he knows what Mia wants.
That?s because he?s the only man she?s ever gone to, to get it. This weekend, four best
friends at the crossroads of their relationships have decided to do something different. But
as sexual partners shift, Jamie, Caleb, Mia, and Aidan will discover more about
themselves and each other than they ever imagined.
Incognito Oct 17 2021 Do you have a forbidden fantasy? Shy author/research assistant
Lily Hart does. Movie director Aidan Pierce has been the star attraction in Lily's steamy
fantasies for more than a year. But when she unexpectedly runs into him for real, she
doesn't know what to do except slip into her alter ego Lacey St. Clair, the pen name she's
taken to write the deliciously racy The Ten–Minute Seduction! Aidan Pierce is used to
Hollywood starlets on his arm and in his bed. Fabulous yet authentic Lacey isn't like them

and he likes that. But when he finds out she's really Lily Hart, he wonders if he can trust
her. But he's not ready to relinquish the mind–shattering sex just yet.
Doing Ireland! Jun 25 2022 A spring that inspires instant lust? There's no chance
sensible Claire O'Connor believes some Druid springwater can make a man fall in love
with the woman who offers him a drink. So why is she leaving Chicago for a craggy
island off the coast of Ireland? Is she so desperate to win back her ex she'll travel the
globe chasing a mere rumour? But when she meets sexy innkeeper Will Donovan, Claire
realizes the island has a magic all its own. Because she's suddenly tempted to abandon
her old life and spend the next few months indulging in all the sensual delights the sexy
Irishman has to offer. But is it her libido talking or did Will slip her some local elixir?
Because two can play that game.
Mistress of the Night Dec 27 2019 She walks in beauty like the night. The Earl of
Hardcastle is used to living his life shrouded in darkness, preferring to spend his days and
nights in his gloomy townhouse than amongst the glittering ton in order to shield himself
from a shameful secret he keeps carefully hidden. But his way of life is suddenly
threatened when he finds himself longing for, and fantasizing about, Madeline Brydges,
Society's resident do-gooder. Love will find a way where wolves fear to prey. Madeline
Brydges needs to get married, and she has her sights set on the handsome and mysterious
Earl of Hardcastle. But the elusive earl is proving most difficult where marriage is
concerned. After years of saving those in need, Madeline is able to spot the signs, and she
sees that inside Hardcastle lurks a painful secret. Madeline must risk all if she is to save
the man she loves from his demons. Rating: Contains graphic sex and explicit language.
The Tale of the Dancing Girl Jul 22 2019 Devlin loves it when Maeve tells him erotic
stories. This time, he wants a story about a woman who is afraid--and the man who helps
her overcome all her fears.... Delilah took the place of the young dancing girl as a
favor...but she didn't expect Colonel Weston to be among the Khan's guests! Her
provocative movements catch the Colonel's eye...and awaken her own desire. Can the
dance--and a little hands-on tutelage from a fellow dancer--teach Delilah to lose all her
inhibitions with Weston once and for all?
The Mighty Quinns Apr 11 2021 American heiress Payton Harwell is on the run from
her parents, from her fiance , from her life! So the last thing she expects is to land in the
arms of a rugged stranger in the Australian outback! And like it! Former football star
Brody Quinn is dying for some excitement. After an injury cut short his career, he came
home to his family's remote cattle station. And he's bored. At least, he is until he meets
Payton in the local jail and decides to take her home with him! It's instant attraction for
both of them. And they make short work of getting to know each other very, very well.
But when their pasts catch up to them, will their hearts be able to keep the promises their
bodies have been making ?
Naughty Bits Jul 26 2022
Temptation & Twilight Aug 03 2020 When she agrees to allow the Marquis of Alynwick
help her solve the mystery surrounding her ancestor's ancient diary, Elizabeth, the blind
daughter of a duke, finds it hard to remember his betrayal as they work together.
Who Needs Mistletoe? May 24 2022 Pilot Sophie Madigan practically drools when her
last–minute client walks in on Christmas Eve. Wealthy Trey Shelton III has bedroom

eyes, a wicked grin and a body to die for! Sophie can't think of any Christmas gift she'd
enjoy more until they're forced to make a crash landing. Finding himself on a deserted
Pacific island isn't exactly the Christmas Eve Trey had in mind. At least, until he and
Sophie leave their inhibitions and their clothes! behind. It should have been nothing more
than a holiday fling island–style. Too bad nobody told either of them.
Best Women's Erotica Sep 23 2019 Cleis Press's Best Lesbian Erotica and Best Gay
Erotica series top best-seller lists across America every year. These books raise and
exceed the standards and expectations of readers of erotic fiction with each new edition.
Now fans of women's erotica will discover writing that is equally hot, sexy, literate, and
thought-provoking in this debut collection. Series editor Marcy Sheiner writes, "A decade
after the explosion of women-authored erotica hit the publishing world, the genre has
evolved to a sophisticated level of stunning talent and startling sexual honesty." Best
Women's Erotica celebrates the sometimes perverse, frequently unconventional, and
always compelling work of women writers.
Twin Cowboys for Tamara Jan 28 2020 [Menage Amour: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Trois
Romance, M/F/M, Interracial, May-December] Like her absentee mother, Tamara
Carpenter was never cut out for country life. But when her estranged father suffers a
debilitating injury, she rushes back to her childhood home to find other things besides his
health changed, namely the twin boys she practically raised. Devastated by Tamara's exit,
Jess has strived to make The Double R a success, burying himself working the ranch.
Tamara's return upsets the emotional balance he's found in her absence and forces him to
face his unresolved feelings for her, and his part in her ex-lover's firing years ago. Openminded and fun-loving, Jax prides himself on knowing how to have a good time and
trying to get Jess to do the same. Tamara's homecoming is Jax's opportunity to show his
brother what he's been missing by holding a grudge all these years, and bring two of the
most important people in the world to him together. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Secrets 20 Jun 20 2019 The Subject-Contemporary (paranormal)-on the run one week
Tyler is the hottest game designer in North America, in sight of her first million and
ready to sign the deal of her life. The next week, she's on the run for her life. Who can she
trust? A Woman-s Pleasure - In Victorian England, a woman's lot in life is to marry well,
to tend to her husbands hearth and to bear his heirs. But what happens after one has done
that? What happens when a woman begins to question her lot in life? Statis The Mighty Quinns Sep 16 2021 Charming the ladies has never been quiet Callum
Quinn's style. Until he meets Irish beauty Gemma Moynihan. Luckily for both of them,
the sexy cattle rancher has no trouble charming her pants off; along with the rest of her
clothes! But Gemma isn't who Callum thinks she is. She's come to the ranch to
investigate a decades–old crime. If she uncovers the truth, there's a good chance the
Quinn family name will be irrevocably ruined. Gemma's damned if she does her job and
damned if she doesn't. She's stuck; between a hard place and a deliciously hard man!
The Baby Name Countdown Jul 02 2020 A classic, the baby name countdown (over
120,000 copies sold) is now fully revised and updated for the first time in a decade.
Featuring more names than any other guide and based on more than 2.5 million birth
records, the book includes brand-new data, a new introduction, a revised section on the
most popular baby names of the past year and decade, and updated popularity ratings

throughout. Discover at a glance the most popular given names from each decade of the
20th and 21st centuries, meanings and origins of the 3,000 top names, and thousands of
rare and exotic monikers. Whether your taste in names is trendy, traditional, or
international, The Baby Name Countdown is the ideal resource for every parent searching
for the perfect name.
The Mighty Quinns Aug 15 2021 Just the right touch… With her career on the line,
Marlie Jenner is determined to make a top–notch documentary about beloved Irish author
Aileen Quinn. Which means she needs a top–notch filmmaker; she needs Dex Kennedy.
Dex is talented, well respected and Irish. He's also hotter than hell. And when they meet,
he looks as if he wants to eat Marlie right up. Marlie does look delicious, but after a fatal
accident during the shooting of his last documentary, Dex refuses to work on another
film. Marlie has some very persuasive techniques, however, and after one seductive,
drugging kiss, Dex is hooked–on the film, on Marlie, on the prospect of living again. But
every documentary takes on a life of its own. And this one promises an ending that none
of them could ever have anticipated….
Mile-High Mistress Aug 23 2019 Amaris, the feisty, hedonistic heroine of favour Me, is
back! And this time, the calculating , career–minded millionaire's mistress is hotter than
ever. Amaris relishes the control she maintains over Leon. He may be rich and influential,
but when she wants to, she can bring him to his knees. But her sense of power is seriously
undermined when she sees Marnie, Leon's secretary, in action. Unlike Amaris, who must
manipulate Leon with sex to get what she wants, Marnie simply tells Leon what to do,
and he does it! As Amaris and Marnie square off in a power struggle over Leon, Amaris
is prepared to go to any lengths to keep her man satisfied...and his secretary in her place.
The Mighty Quinns Nov 06 2020 Interior designer Jordan Kennally is furious when
she's shut out of the family business and assigned to convert an old mansion in Ireland.
So long, Big Apple; hello, Emerald Isle! But then Jordan catches a glimpse of blacksmith
Danny Quinn. Maybe there is such a thing as the luck o' the Irish and she's hoping she's
about to get really lucky. The attraction between them is instantaneous and electric. And
Danny isn't shy about introducing Jordan to another kind of Irish hospitality one that uses
beds in a far more interesting way. But she's his boss. He's an artist. Is it just a matter of
time before her luck and getting lucky with Danny runs out?
The Mighty Quinns Mar 10 2021 An X-rated adventure of a lifetime... Love of the
wilderness runs deep in Eli Montgomery. The father he never knew, mountaineer Max
Quinn, shared that passion for the untamed and never staying in one place for long. But
surviving in the wild requires experience. So when Eli learns that a TV personality is
spending the next year living in his grandmother's remote cabin for a reality show, Eli is
convinced the woman will need his help. Lucy Parker is determined to adhere to the strict
guidelines of this challenge: no assistance. But the second Eli Montgomery shows up in
all his rugged hotness, Lucy's craving for caramel lattes is immediately replaced by a
much more primal, sensual hunger. And out here, no one will know if she breaks all the
rules.
Naughty Bits 2: Chance of a Lifetime / The Priestess / Taken / Favor Me / Medusa's Folly
/ Primal Instincts / This Is What I Want / Improper Pleasure / Caught in the Act (Mills &
Boon Spice) Sep 28 2022 Naughty Bits 2, the highly anticipated sequel to the successful

debut volume from the editors of SPICE BRIEFS, delivers nine unapologetically raunchy
and romantic tales that promise to spark the libido.
The Drifter Dec 19 2021 Charlie Templeton is an adventure journalist; he's crossed every
continent, climbed the highest mountains. . . and dated some of the hottest women. But
now he's going home, back to the woman he loved, the woman he left. And Eve Keller
had better be ready for him. Eve's ready; she's tried settling down. Now she wants to
experience everything – travel, adventure. . . great sex. And everybody knows the best
adventures start in the bedroom...
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